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UNITED STATES TARIFF C<HllSSION 
Washington 

/IA.1921-69/797 

GLASS FRCJ.1 JAPAN 

Determination of Injury 

The Assistant Secretary of the Treasury advised the Tariff 

Commission on January' 7, 1971, that clear plate and clear float 

glass from Japan is being, or is likely to be, sold in the United 

States at less than fair value within the meaning of the Antidump-

ing Act, 1921, as amended, and that clear sheet glass fran Japan 

is being, and is likely to be, sold in the United States at less 

than fair value within the meaning or the Antidumping Act, 1921, as 
. . . 

amendE!d• In accordance with the requirements of section 20l(a) of 

the Antidumping Act (19 U.S.C. l60(a)), the Tariff Commission insti

tuted Investigations No~. AA1921-69/70 to determine whether an in

dustry in .the United States is being, or is likely to be, injured, 

or is prevented from being established, by reason of the importa

tion of such merchandise into the United States. 

Public hearings were held on February 24 and 251 1971. 

Notice of the investigations $rid hearings was publ.ished in the· 

Federal. Register of January JO, 1971 (36 F.R. 1490). 

In arriving at a de~rmination in these cases, the Commission 

gave due consideration to all written submissions !ran interested 

parties, evidence adduced at the hearingis, and all !actual inf o:nna

tion obtained by the Canmission's staff from questionnaires, per-

sonal interviews·, 'and othe.r sources. 
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On the basis of Investigation No. Akl.921-69, the Commission 

detemined by a vote of 4 to l ·~/ that an industry in the United 

States is being, or is likely to be, injured or prevented from being 

established by reason of the importation of clear plate and float 

glass from Japan sold at less than- fair value within the meaning of 

the Antidumping Act, 1921,. as amended. On the basis of Investiga

tion_ No. AA1921-70, the Commission detennined by a vote of 4 _to 1 .~/ 

that an industry in the United States is being, or is likely to be, 

inj'lired or prevented from being established by reason of the importa-

tion of clear sheet glass from Japan sold at less than fair va-lue 

within the meaning of the Antidumping Act, 1921, asam.~nd:ed. 

V Commissioners Sutton, Clubb, Moore,. and Yeung detennined fn· 
the affinn.:i.ti ve; Commissioner Leonard detennined in the-- negative. 
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Statement of Reasons for Affinnative Detenninations by 
Commissioners Sutton, Clubb, M~ore, and Young 

In our opinion, an industry in the United States is being injured 

by reason of the importation of clear sheet glass from Japan which is 

being sold at less than fair value (LTFV) within the meaning of the 

Antidumping Act. Likewise, an industry is being injured by reason of 

the importation of clear plate and float glass from Japan which is be-

ing sold at less than fair value within the meaning of that Act. Here-

inafter in this statement, all references to _sheet glass and plate and 

float glass will be limited to clear glaP.s, unless otherwise indicated. 

The industries concerned 

In making our detenninations in these investigations, we have con-

sidered ·the injured industries to consist of the facilities in the 

United·States producing sheet glass in the one investigation, and plate 

and float glass, in the other. Sheet glass currently is being produced 

in the United States by five firms at 12 establishments; the establish-

ments are engaged exclusively, or almost so, in the manufacture of that 

product (both clear and colored). Plate and float glass currently are 

being produced in the United States by five companies in 11 establish-

ments; these establishments are engaged predominantly in the manufacture 

of those products (both clear and colored). 

Conditions of competition in the U.S. market 

The markets in the United States for sheet glass and for plate and 

float glass have been sluggish since the mid-19601 so Although arum.al 
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U.S. conswnption of each of those types of glass has fluctuated some

what from year to year, it has generally contracted, rather than 

expanded, from the peak 1965 level. In 1970, for example, indices of 

apparent U.S. consumption (1965 = 100) stood at 91 for sheet glass and 

86 for plate and float glass. Market demand for these types of flat 

glass is dependent in great part on the levels of residential and 

nonresidential construction and motor vehicle production. Since 1965, 

residential construction and motor vehicle production have been materi

ally below the level set in that year; nonresidential construction has 

been a little above the 1965 level, but has generally declined since a 

1966 peak. The stagnation in these end uses has in turn affected the 

markets for sheet glass and plate and float glass. 

While demand for the types of glass considered here has been 

sluggish, the competition for sales of sheet glass and plate and float 

glass in the United States has intensified. Inasmuch as glass from one 

source is generally substitutable for that from another source, the 

competition in the marketplace has been evidenced to a marked degree by 

the discounting of prices. The domestic producers and the agents for 

the major foreign suppliers all publish prices at which they offer to 

sell glass. Until about 1967 the danestic producers were able 

to consistently sell at those prices. As competition became more 

severe, various suppliers of imported glass increasingly discounted 

the published prices; the domestic producers attempted to meet such dis

counts to the degree necessary to hold their customers. In 1967 the 

extent of selling below published prices by the domestic producers was 



moderate--about 2 percent of their total sales of sheet glass and the 

same percentage of their total sales of plate and float glass to 

nonautomotive markets. In 1970 about a fourth of all domestic sheet 

glass marketed in the United States, and about 15 percent of all do

mestic plate and float glass marketed to nonautomotive markets, was 

discounted below published prices. Moreover, a significant part of 

the imports of sheet glass and plate and float glass fran Japan during 

this period was sold at LTFV. 

Effect of imports of LTFV sheet glass from Japan 

The Treasury found that the three Japanese manufacturers of sheet 

glass who were exporting to the United States in the period of its study 

(generally March to June 1969) were each selling sheet glass at less than 

fair value. In that period, LTFV sales were confined to window and heavy 

sheet glass; these two categories of sheet glass, however, account for 

the great bulk of U.S. consumption of all sheet glass. The dumping 

margins--the difference between the price for sale in the home market 

and that for sale to the United States--were large on heavy sheet glass; 

though generally smaller on window glass, they still were substantial. 

An appreciable share of the total shipments of sheet glass to the United 

·States by each of the three !inns during the period the Treasury' s study 

were found to be sold at less than fair value. 
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In 1969 entries, of window. glass from Japan amounted to about 30 

million pounds, and entries of heavy shee.t glass, to almost. 10 million 

pounds. About two-thirds was entered on- the West Coast,. and' nearly 

all of the remainder at East and Gulf Coas,t ports,_ largely for· sale. in 

southeastern U .s. markets. The Japanese imports, many at LTFv·, were 

significant factors in. the supply of· sheet. glass on the West. Coast and 

in the Southeastern States. 

Data obtained by the· Commission in the investigations· indicate that 

Japanese sheet glass has in re.cent y;ears. consistently been sold in the 

U.S. market at discOlint.ed prices below the published prices of' domestic 

glass. In 1969, the year of the Treasury•s.4:-month study, the; discounted 

prices of window glass from Japan. on the West Coast generally,· were about 

14 percent below the published prices of domestic glass, and tho·se of 

heavy sheet glass on the West. Coast averaged: 17 percent below: the pub

lished prices of domestic. glass., Discounts. in southeastern United States 

appear to have been somewhat greater. The.- relationship of the~ dumping 

margins to the price discounts, of J:apane.se sheet glass in the· u. • .s. mar

ket varied. The dumping margin.was less: th:anthe price discount in some 

instances, about equal in same.,. and greater· in others. In virtually 

every instance, however,. it is clear· that, the, dumping margin,. at the 

least, contributed materially to the· ability of the Japanese supplier to 

sell at sharply discounted prices in the u.s·. market. 

By 1969 the domestic producers were ext.ensi vely meeting, in Whole 

or in part, the discounted prices of Japanese glass in an effort to 
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maintain· their volume of sales and to stem the inroads of Japanese 

glass in the U.S. market. In that year the dainestic producers sold 

about 1.5 percent of their total shipments of sheet glass below their 

Published prices, at an average discount of more than 10 percent. A 

large share of such discounting was done in an attempt to meet the 
' 

prices of Japanese sheet glass on the West Coast and in the Southeastern 

States. Clearly, the LTFV imports of sheet glass from Japan have de

pressed prices of domestic sheet glass in the U .s. market.· 

Effect-of imports of LTFV plate and float glass 
from Japan 

The ~reasury found that the three Japanese manufacturers of plate 

and float glass who were exporting to the United States in the period 

of its study {generally April through July 1969) were each selling plate 

and float glass at less than fair value. The LTFV margins varied rather 

widely., depending on the thickness, quality, . and size of ~e piece of 

glasc:;; most margins were substantial. In the 4-month period covered by 

the Treasury inquiry, about half of the aggregate shipnents of plate and 

float glass by the three firms were dete~ned to have been sold at less 

than fair value. 

In 1969 entries of plate and float glass from Japan amounted to 
I 

· about 23 million square feet. About half was entered on the West Coast 

and two-fifths at East and Gulf Coast ports, largely for sale in south-

eastern U.S. markets. The Japanese glass is believed to have been pre

dominantly for the glazing or mirror trade, rather than for use in motor 
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vehicles. Some two-thirds of dane1stic shipments are for use in the 
I 

production of motor vehicles; this business represents in many respects . 

a distinct market--prices, quantities, and tenns being negotiated be-

tween the motor vehicle manufacturers and the glass producers. The re-

maining markets--chiefly sales to the glazing and mirror trades, con- · 

stitute those for which the imported and domestic plate and float glass 

vieo In those markets on the West Coast and in the Southeastern States, 

the Japanese imports were significant factors in the supply of plate and 

flo at glass • 

Data obtained by the Commission in the investigations indicate that 

· Japanese plate and float glass has in recent years consistently been sold 

in the U.S. market at ·discounted prices below the published prices of domes-

tic glass. : In 1969, the year of the Treasury's 4-month study, such dis-

counted prices·for plate and float glass from Japan were as much as 20 per-

cent below the published prices of comparable domestic glass. The rela-

tionship· -of the dumping margins to the price discounts of Japanese plate 
. ·. 

and float glass in the U.S. market varied. The dumping margin in many in-

stances.was equal to or greater than the price discount; in some instances 

it was less· than the price discount. In nearly all instances, however, 

it is clear that the dumping margin at least contributed materially to 

the ability of the Japanese suppliers to sell at discounted prices in 

the U.S. market. 

As in their pricing.of sheet glass, the domestic producers by 1969 

were in maizy- instances meeting, in whole or in part, the discounted 

prices of Japanese plate and float glass in an effort to maintain their 

volume of sales and to prevent f'urther incursions of Japanese glass in 
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the U.S. market. In that year the domestic producers sold about 10 

percent of their total shipnents of plate and float glass to nonauto

motive markets at prices below their published prices; the average 

discount was about 14 percent. A large share of such discounting was 

done in the attempt to meet the prices of Japanese sheet glass on the 

West Coast and in the Southeastern States. Clearly, the LTFV imports 

of plate and float glass from Japan have depressed prices of danestic 

plate and float glass in the U.S. market. 

Conclusion 

The imports of sheet glass and plate and float glass from Japan, 

sold at less than fair value, have significantly contributed to the 

severe price discounting that has occurred on the we·st Coast and in 

the Southeastern States. Such discounting has forced the domestic pro

ducers into competitive price reductions, and caused them significant 

loss of sales income. The adverse effect on the danestic industries con

cerned has been more than de minimus. We detennine, t;herefore, that, 

within the tern1.s of the statute, an industry in the United States is be

ing injured by reason of such LTFV imports. 

. : ' 
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Statement of Reasons for Negative Determinations of 
Commissioner Leonard 

In my opii'lion no iniustry in the Ui'li ted States is being or is 

likely to be injured, or prevented from being established, by reason 

of Japanese clear sheet glass and Japanese clear plate .and float 

glass found by the Treasury to be, or likely to be sold in the United 

States at less than fair value (LTFV). The facts before us do not 

show any such injury; what the facts do show follows. 

Market penetration 

Imports of clear sheet glass from JapEll, which supplied 3.5 per-

.. cent of U.S. consumption of such glass in .1965, supplied a sm~ler 

share of U.S. consumption in subsequent years and in 1970 supplied 

only 2.1 percent. Imports of clear plate and float glass from Japan 

supplied from 1.5 to 5.8 percent of U.S. consumption of that type of 

glass in the years 1965 to 1970 (4.5 percent in the latter year). 

In the sample studied by the Treasury, ranging from 71 to 91 per-

cent of the three.Japanese exporters' sales in the United States during 

4 months in 1969, less than half of such sales were found to have been 

at LTFV. Consequently, the share of the U.S. market supplied by LTFV 

imports from Japan, if the sample is representative, was not more than 

2 percent for sheet glass and n:ot more than 3 percent for plate and 

float glass in any of the years 1965-70. 

Published prices 

The principal U.S. producers and importers of flat glass have two 

ways of adjusting their prices. · They can change their published prices, 
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or they can offer discounts where competition is keen. The latter 

method permits a degree of flexibility in special situations. If 

the published prices are generally too high, discounting.will be more 

widespread. On occasion the producers and importers have also of-

fered a published discount limited to a certain area; this is done in 

order to yield to local competitive pressures without changing the 
. -

overall price structure. Such local pressures occur where the manu-

facturers' and importers' practice of absorbing freight gives one sup-

plier an advantage over another because of a more favorable location 

and lower transportation costs. 

The published price of a representative type of dan.estic sheet 

glass (19-ounce single-strength "B", over 50, but not over 60 united 

inches) _increased by about 15 percent from May 1, 1966, to May 1, 

1970, 7Nhile the published price of identical Japanese glass (about 
. . . 

7 percent below the price of domestic glass) increased by 20 percent. 

The published price of glazing quality danestic plate or f.loat glass 

(1/4 inch, specified size and pack) increased by 26 percent during the 

same period,· while the published price of identical Japanese glass in-

creased by 32 percent. (The differential between the price of U.S. and 

Japanese glass of this description narrowed fran 8 to 3 percent.) 

While the published prices of flat glass thus increased by 15 to 

32 percent in a 4-year period, the average prices of all industrial 

commodities, as measured by the general wholesale price inde~, in

creased by only 11 percent. Obviously, no matter what causes ·and 

factors operated to prevent a further rise in the prices of glass, they 

did not succeed in "suppression" or "depression" of the prices. 
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Discounting 

Discounting has, been practiced in various places by certain do

mestic producers finding themselves wi-th surplus· st.ocks. of particular 

types of glass,. or· seeking to enter new. markets· •. 

Discounting: below publi:shed prices. has. been practiced by; importers 

mainly on the West Coas.t and in the Southeastern Stat.es. serv.ed'. by At

lantic and Gulf ports. Their ability to do; so·,_, apart from. lower.· pro• 

duction costs in s.ome of the. exporting: countries,. stems= front the 

advantage of cheap water· transportation •. 

Hence, the data submitted. by the domes-tic: producers pu·I-!P.orting· t.o 

show that 7 .3 percent of their sales: of sheet glass·,. and1 1.8:- percent 

0£ their sales of plat.e- arut. float g_lass· in: 19:70• were ei'fected''at di:s ... 

counts averaging ra·. 3· and. 1.5 • .J; percent, re.spectively;,, in orden· t.o. meet 

Japanese competition,. do not; appear to· r.ef.lect a- greater de~ee of price· 

competition than wou~d· be expected: under· the cf'rcumstanc.es·. 

Discounting is·. not in. itself reprehensible, nor does :i:t'. result 

necessarily from dumP.ing·. Discounting below' published. price5:1 to meet 

competition is not· ne:eessarily a harmful. practice· nor· does· ft;, neces

sarily cause loss. of.' sales or pro:f1fts,... N-Ot: all: discounted: sates are 

LTFV sales and vice, v;ersa. 

The reported· discounting attributed~ to_. Japanese compet±.ti.on in 

1970 (the least favor.able year· re.ported} caused" the revenue- of" the 

three domestic companies from sales> oil" shee.t. glass to be o·. ff percent 

less., and that from their _sales of' plate· and. float glass to be 0.3 

percent less, than it would have been: if.' aJ:l. sales had been made at 
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published prices. Similar data submitted by the U.S. industry on the 
. . 

discounting practiced to meet competition from all sources show that 

their revenue from sales of sheet glass in that year was 3.1 percent 

less, and that from sales of plate and float glass was 0.7 percent less, 

than it would have been if all sales had been made at published prices. 

From these data it is seen that not only was the deviation from pub-

lished prices small, but also, the greater part of it was attributed 

to competitors other than the Japanese. 

The inability to receive the published unifonn delivered price 

from all sales of clear sheet glass and clear plate and float glass in 

every part of the United States and under all conditions can not be 

characterized as injury, and it is unrealistic to describe the differ-

ence between published prices and net realized prices as a loss. 

Having claimed to be injured by the discounting of prices, and 

having claimed that (to a stated extent) the discounting was done to 

meet Japanese competition, the three U.S. producers taking part in this 

investigation proceed to make the further claim that the discounting 

done by the importers of Japanese glass was made possible by selling 

the glass at less than fair value. I cannot find that price discount

ing was hannful to the domestic industry, 01· t.hat a distinction can be 

made between the Japanese selling at less than fair value and other 

foreign suppliers selling at the same discounts below published prices 

in certain areas. 



Re~ional markets 

Injury to an establishment or regional segment of an industry 

may constitute injury to the industry as a whole, but here the facts 

do not indicate injury, even in one locality. The two areas where 

imported Japanese glass is of some competitive significance are the 

Wes.t Coast and an area served by certain ports along the Atlantic 

and Gulf Coastso 

West Coast.--The more important of these two areas from the.stand

point of the volume of sales of Japanese glass is the West Coast. The 

producersf and importers' longstanding practice of absorbing freight to 

destination has required the customers of the glass industry to pay, 

as a part of the price, the average freight to all destinations in the 

United States. The exception, until 1967, was the territory west of 

the Rockies, where customers had to pay the freight from Denver to 

their warehouses; this added an average of 7-1/2 percent to the price 

paid by Western customers and helped to make Japanese competition pos

sible on the West Coast. Such competition began soon after World War II; 

the dimensions it achieved before PPG and LOF built their respective 

plants in Calif ornia--which were greater than afterwards-•were not at

tributed to dumping although import duties had been adjusted upwards on 

sheet glass in 1962 after a finding of injury resulting from trade

agreement tariff concessionso That finding of injury related to im

ports from various countries of which Japan was only one. 

After Libbey-Owens-Ford opened a float glass plant at Lathrop, 

California, in 1964, and PPG Industries opened a sheet glass plant at 
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Fresno, in the same State, in 1967, a new competitive pattern devel

oped on the West Coast, where most imported Japanese glass has been 

sold. American producers began to quote the same delivered prices 

on the West Coast as they quoted elsewhere in the United States. 

After LOF 1 s initial production problems at Lathrop had been solved, 

its sales of clear.plate' and float elass in West Coast States in

creased considerably. After PPG opened its sheet glass plant at Fresno 

in 1967, its sales of sheet glass in those States increased substan

tially. In both cases the sales of canpeti tors, whether domestic or 

Japanese, declined. It is true that the net prices realized in that · 

area also declined, but should they not have declined when glass began 

to be produced locally? 

The Antidumping Act is not intended to penalize normal import 

competition (conditioned by the regular import duties) or even to pre

vent sales at less than fair value unless such sales injure, are 

likely to injure, or prevent establishment of an industry ~n the United 

States. In this case, far from preventing the establishment of an in

dustry, the imports found by the Treasury to be sold at LTFV were in 

large part (whether intentionally or not) involved in a losing struggle 

to retain as much as possible of a market (the West Coast) where two 

new glass plants had been established. 

Atlantic and Gulf Coasts.--From the standpoint of the volume of 

Japanese clear sheet and. clear plate and float glass imported, the 

southeastern area served by Atlantic and Gulf ports is considerably 

less important than the West Coast. The Japanese glass sold here has 
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consisted. largely of window glass, some heavy sheet glass and special 

assortments of mirror-grade float glass. . _In this area certain do

mestic manufacturers,. as :well as importers of other than Japanese 

glass have been ac.ti ve discounters. Here, as on the West Coast, trans

portation c_osts play a large part in price cC111peti tion. Since the 

total sales of Japanese clear sheet glass in this local market barely 

exceeded $1 million in any of the years 1965-70, and the total sales 

of Japanese clear plate and float glass in this area did not quite 

reach $4 million (in 1969 and 1970)--a minute fraction of consumption 

in the area--it is evident that the. sales at LTFV could not have been 

of a volume sufficient to cause injury, likelihood of injury,, or pre

vention of establishment of an industry. 

Summary 

My principal reasons for a negative determination in this case 

are as follows: 

1. Imports of clear sheet glass and clear plate and float glass 

from Japan supply too small a share of the U.S. market to cause or 

threaten injury to an. industry or· prevent it from being estab'lished. 

Sales of Japanese glass at LTFV have supplied an even smaller share 

of the U .s. market. 

2. U.S. glass producers' published prices have increased.more since 

1966 than have manufacturers' prices in.general. The published prices 

for Japanese glass have increased more. than. domestic producer.·s·• prices 

during the same period. 
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3. In 1970, the discounting attributed to Japanese canpetition 

(whether at LTFV or not) was not such as to undennine or lower the 

producers' published prices, applicable to the great majority of 

sales. Such discounting reportedly caused the three major U.S. pro

ducers' revenue from sales of clear sheet glass to be 0.8 percent less, 

and that from their sales of clear plate and float glass to be 0.3 per

cent less, than it would have been if all their sales had been at pub

lished prices. Nevertheless, by means of judicious discounting in 

limited geographical areas, their total revenue from sales was larger 

than it would have been if published prices had been adhered to without 

exception. 

4. Discounting practiced by the three producers to meet competi

tion from all sources caused their revenue fran sales of clear sheet 

glass to be 3.1 percent less, and that from sales of clear plate and 

float glass to be 0.7 percent less, than it would have been if all sales 

had been made at published prices. Not only was the deviation from 

published prices small, but also, the greater part of it was attributed 

to competitors other than the Japanese. 

5. The establishment of a float glass plant in California by LOF 

in 1964, and of a sheet glass plant in that State by PPG in 1967, 

threatened to deprive the Japanese of a share they had previously had 

of the West Coast market. Although net realized prices there were 

driven down by competition to a level below that prevailing in other 

parts of the United States, the new plants succeeded in gaining a 
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rap~dly increasing sh~re of the regional market while the share of 

compet~tors, both domes.tic .and Japanese, declined. · 

6. The volume of sales of Japanese glass in the Southeastern 

. States, is smaller than that on the West Coast. Such glass supplies a 

minute ~rac~ion .of consUlllption there. Consequently, any sales there 

of Japanese glass at LTFV cou:;Ld not have injured. an industry or pre

vented it from being.established. 

7. Since by most appr~priate measurements the competitive impact 

of Japanese glass in the United States (at LTFV or.otherwise) has been 

declining -rather than increasing, there is no likelihood of injury from 

this source. 


